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Learning outcomes
What we will learn in this lesson 

Expert Tip
Top Advice from the Pro’s 

Thinking Time
Think about what is asked

Think and Talk
Discuss with a partner

To Do
Lets Get Coding

Mouse
Click/Double Click

Ask your Tutor
Put up your hand when you need

Design
Time to get Creative

Checklist
Check over your work

Challenges
Extra work or Top Marks

Save
Save your work - MOST IMPORTANTLY 2



Lesson 1 - Getting Started 

Learning Outcomes:
● How to save run and open processing files - the saving 

conventions of file-save and file-save-as 
● How to use shortcut keys to design your screen layout
● We will use our first two functions, size(), and ellipse()

Open Processing - double click on this icon on the desktop 
or wherever it is stored. 

You should now see the Processing app, shown below.

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!
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Write the two lines of code below in the text editor 
then click on the  run button

       (or try Ctrl + r)

       Sketching in the Display window:

So far we have designed screens for our sketches.
Now we are going to code to make a shape appear in the Display Window 
using our second function: ellipse() 

You should get a grey box with a 
white circle appearing on your 
screen, like the one to the left

Congratulations

You have created a 
sketch in Processing

Shortcut

Run
Ctrl + R

      Thinking Time

Decoding the function: ellipse()

What do you think the four numbers mean?
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 Thinking Time

● Will the display window for size(300, 500); be wider or taller?

● Will the display window for size(500, 300); be wider or taller?

To Do

First Processing challenge: Two display windows

Imagine you are an App Developer

Create a sketch, changing the size parameters 

so that the display window is a similar shape to 

a smartphone screen

Now imagine you’re a Games Developer

Create a sketch, changing the size parameters 

so that the display window is a similar shape 

to a widescreen TV/Monitor:
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Lets get Coding!

     Use the ellipse() function to complete the following tasks. If you are 
confused, ask a tutor.

Challenge 1
Draw a circle/oval in each corner of the 
display window

Challenge 2
Draw a circle inside a larger circle. 

Hint: They’ll have the same centres

Challenge 3

Building on from the last target, make a bigger canvas (window) that 

will take many circles from big to small. It’ll look something like this. Make 

sure to save your work. We’ll be doing something similar to this when we 

start learning about colour. Try following a pattern where your circle’s 

diameter gets less making a number pattern (e.g. 300, 280, 260, 240 etc).

Remember: Only the size parameters will change, the position won’t.
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       Numbers in fill():

In processing and other coding languages, colours go from 0 to 255

When dealing with greyscale

● 0 is black (no white):    fill(0);

● 255 is white (no black):  fill(255);

0     255

Lets Get Coding

We’re going to look at making greyscale ellipses using fill();

You should get this sketch 
when it runs
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Now make this into a target

Try following a pattern where your circle’s 
diameter gets less making a number pattern 
(e.g. 300, 280, 260, 240 etc). Remember: Only 
the size parameters will change, the position won’t.

Use fill() to make a series of circles that fade from white on the outside to 

black in the middle. You want to make something like the Display Window below. 

Hint: Each circle is 
going to have its own fill. 
This should get less in a 
pattern. (e.g. 255, 235, 
215, 195, 175.. etc)

At this point, you should know how to:

● design Display Windows for our sketches using size();

● made ovals and circles appear using ellipse();

○ Some of you may have tried the rect() function

● used fill(); to shade ellipses from black through grey to white
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Making a Bunny - The Advanced Challenge

Here's one you might need to try at home, it should take a while but is 

great practice. Try making a bunny (like the one below) and colour it in in 

greyscale using fill(). Save it as “ProcessingBunny”
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The RBG Colour space or RGB colour system

RGB Colours = RED,GREEN,BLUE colours. All colours on a computer’s 

monitor/screen are made up by combining light from three colours.

RED,GREEN,BLUE

Black is (0,0,0); white is (255,255,255); and grey is any three colours between 0 

and 255 where all three numbers are the same.

Expert Tip - Need a specific colour?

Processing can help us find whatever colour you want using the Color Selector. 

Here’s how to get to it:

● Select “Tools” in the Toolbar at the top

● Then select “Color Selector”

This is the colour selector, click on 

the colour you want and copy the 

R,G and B values and copy them 

into the fill()function.

For this colour we’d take these 
three numbers and write:
fill(17,61,234);
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Multicolour Sketches

Write the code below in the text editor 
then click on the  run button

       (or try Ctrl + r)

Shortcut

Run
Ctrl + R

Thinking back to your previous lessons,  see if you can make whats in 
this display window, five circles with each of these colours:

● Red
● Green
● Blue
● Black
● White

What colour does this make?

Try adding extra circles in of each of these colours
● Yellow (a combination of red and green)
● Magenta (a combination of red and blue)
● Cyan (a combination of green and blue)
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Thinking Time

Before we go on let’s see if
You can remember what all of
these words and numbers 
mean.

First - create a new file called LessonTwoUserInput

Lesson 2 - User Input

Learning Outcomes:
● We will learn how to use mouseX and mouseY to 

programme user-controlled mouse input.
● We will learn about void setup() and void draw()

REMEMBER: Put up your hand and stay in your seat. 
We love to help!

Testing setup() and draw()

So far we’ve been working with images that, when run is pressed, a single 

image appears. In the real world we need interactive apps and software. This 

is where setup() and draw() come in.

Let's give it a 

go. Type the 

following code:
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What is setup() and draw()

This code gave us an interactive 

window. It’s not the kind of application 

we could make much money from, 

but having User input makes it 

interactive, it’s fun to mess around with!

void setup() and void draw() are what we 

call code blocks. They open and close with

curly brackets. That is the actual technical 

definition for them!

● Whatever is inside setup() will run once when run is clicked.

● Whatever is inside draw() will keep running and running over and over 

again (60 times per second) until you close the application. This is why 

you made so many circles.

Tasks 

Have a look at the code we wrote (above)

Replace mouseX with a number (say, 200). What happens now? Why?

Put mouseX back where it was, and now replace mouseY with a 
number. What happens? Is it different to what happened in Task 1?

Expert Tip
As soon as you use an opening 

bracket eg “(“, “{“ or “[“ close it 

straight away with its pair “)“, “}“ 

or “]“. Not doing this is the 

source of most problems for 

beginners. 
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Just for fun, switch mouseX and mouseY

eg ellipse(mouseY, mouseX, 100, 100);

What happens now? Why?

Now try having mouseX twice: 

eg ellipse(mouseX, mouseX, 100, 100);

How does the circle move? Why? Try with two mouseY’s.

Try some new random variations yourself, for example:

ellipse(mouseX, mouseY, mouseX, mouseY);
ellipse(100, 100, mouseX, mouseY);
ellipse(mouseY, mouseX, mouseY, mouseX);
ellipse(mouseX, 100, 100, mouseY); 
Etc.

Your circles leave a trail, a mark where they’ve been.

Change the background colour by insert fill() and background() into 

your code. See what happens when you put it before and after the text.

Use the rect() function that to write a code that has a moving coloured 

ellipse, that doesn’t leave a trail, that has a different background colour 

to the rect.

Challenge 1

Write a code which features more than four shapes that move in 

different ways.

Challenge 2

Copy the code of a target, face or bunny that you made before and 

make this move around the screen! 14



Lesson 3 - Variables I

Learning Outcomes:
● We will learn about variables; what they are and why we 

use them
● We will use float and int variables for the first time
● We will make our first animation using Processing

REMEMBER: If you have any questions, stay in your seat 

and put up your hand. We love to help!

Make sure you know all these topics before you start:
✅ Using size() and coordinates
✅ Drawing circles using ellipse()
✅ Adding colour using fill() and background()
✅ Using void setup() and void draw()
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What are ints?

int is short for “integer”. int variables are used to store numbers. They can 

store any whole number from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647.

What are floats?

float is short for “floating point number”. floats also store numbers, but 

unlike ints, they can store decimal numbers. Now we’re gonna write our first 

program using floats, which will also be our first animation.

What are variables?

A variable is data that can be altered while the program is running. Variables 

let us store this data in our program, allowing us to create more complicated 

programs, like games, animations and other applications. There are different 

types of variables for different types of data like numbers, words, colours and 

many more!

        Did you know?

If your variable goes over 2,147,483,647 your program will crash. This is called 

an overflow. And if your variable goes under -2,147,483,647 your program will 

also crash. This is called an underflow. If you need to use huge numbers in your 

program, you might want to use a long variable, which can store numbers up to 

9,223,372,036,854,775,807!
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Three steps for using variables

Let’s get coding!

Create a new processing sketch by clicking File - New.

At the top of your text editor, write this line:

float ballX;  Declares variable as “ballX”.

Inside void setup(), write this line:

ballX = 50;  Initializes variable to 50.

Inside void draw(), create an ellipse using ballX as its x-position and write 

the following line below it  ballX = ballX + 1;

This updates the variable, adding 1 to it every frame.

1. We need to declare our variable and give it a meaningful 

name

2. We must initialize our variable by giving it an initial value

3. We will update our variable by changing its value
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Now that you’re an animation expert, are you ready to step it up?

Try the next few tasks and take your animation to the next level!

Task 1

Change the program so that we can only see one ball at a time.

Hint: use background().

Task 2

Change the speed of the ball.

Hint: Think about how we are updating the variable.

Task 3

Now make the circle start on the right and move to the left. 

Hint: Think of where the circle starts and how you update it. 

If you’ve done the steps correctly, you should see a circle moving from left 

to right across the screen.

Task 4

Create a second circle with its own new 

variable (maybe ballY) and have it moving down 

the screen at the same time as the original circle.
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Lesson 4 - Variables II

Learning Outcomes:
● We will learn more about variables
● We will make more advanced animations
● We will learn about naming conventions for variables

The X & Y Axes
The X axis deals with horizontal movement

The Y axis deals with vertical movement

To help you remember, Y looks like a down arrow 

X axis Y 
axis
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Let’s get coding!

You’re going to use variables to make this design. All circles start at the 
same point, in the middle of your window.

 Declare the variables for each circles’ x-position and y-position. 

          Initialise each variable to the centre of the screen inside 

          your void setup().

         Use your new variables to get your four ellipses to move diagonally from 

the centre of the screen.

This code:

makes this ball move.
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Proper Naming Conventions
Let’s go over the naming conventions for variables in Processing. 

Variable names should always be short and meaningful.

The following are BAD examples of variable names for the x-position of a circle:

theHorizontalCoordinateOfMyCircle

fortnite

myAuntRobin

Names like these are a lot better:

ballX

ballXPos

circleX

Challenge Task
Create a new sketch with recreates this drawing below where four ellipses 

start in each corner and move in different ways.

This challenge was designed by Senan, a student in Oatlands College
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Make sure you understand all these concepts and have competed all of the 

tasks before moving on to the next lesson

Concepts:

● Variables; what they are and what they do

● Difference between ints and floats

● How to declare, initialise and update a variable

● How variables should be named

If you don’t understand all these concepts, read back through the lesson 

or ask a tutor for help.

Expert Tip

Programmers, very time efficient people, always try to find shorter ways 

of writing the same code. So instead of writing       

try                          or even          if you’re feeling extra lazy!

ballX = ballX + 1; 

ballX += 1; ballX++;

Expert Tip

Since you can’t have spaces in your variables, if your variable name has 

more than one word, write them all together, start the first word all 

lowercase, but capitalize the first letter of each word after it. This is 

called camelCase in reference to a camel’s back.
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Lesson 5 - Variables III

Learning Outcomes:
● We will learn more about variables
● We will make more advanced animations
● We will learn about naming conventions for variables

REMEMBER: If you have any questions, stay in your seat 

and put up your hand. We love to help!

Making Flags with Variable
In this lesson, we’re going to create a code with variables which will animate 

a flag. The code below was put together by Luca, a student in Oatlands 

College as an advanced example.
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Let’s get coding!

Task One - Ireland

Using the code on the
right as a starting
point, use variables
to make an Irish flag
similar to the one 
below.

Task Two - Germany

Changing the above code, make a German flag that 
appears in a ‘stairs-like’ fashion.

Expert Tip

Remember, to make a 

vertically moving animation, 

you’ll need to use variables in 

the Y column.
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Let’s get coding!

Task Three - Japan

Over the next few lessons, 
we’ll be looking at how if 
statements work. In the example 
below; if the value of our variable 
(called flagExpander) is less than or equal to 300, the variable 
flagExpander will add 2 to itself. It will stop this action when it 
then gets to 300 meaning the circle will stop expanding.

Task Four - Scotland

In a new project using two 
variables  (in both x and y 
positions of  two ellipses or rects)
make a flag of Scotland.

You will need to put the blue 
background colour into void 
setup or the ellipses/rects won’t 
leave a trail.
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Challenge

Task Five - United Kingdom

The UK flag animation (which coded by Luca in Oatlands 
College) has two variables. Adapt your Scottish flag code so 
that all of the white lines travel first. Then adapt these 4 ellipses 
so that they are delayed (eg “variable - 200”).
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